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Short e
Nonsense Sentences

1.  Tev the yem is on the eck.

2.  Wen a def, and ex the bez.

3.  Pem and Meb are in the fef.

4.  Ses the geck is lem and meck.

5.  Queck the deg is ep and nex.

6.  En the lef if you wes the bes.

7.  Zep and Quet like to zeck the nen.

8.  Beb is a nex and zeg and a sem.

9.  Lel the pev is yex but not sep.

10.  Meck and fev are in tez and jeck.

11.  Veb the yed, or jep will be zez.

12.  Pev the es if bez is veck.
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Short e
Nonsense Word Story

En is on the fet, not just the fet but also the
rel tem.  Now I like the rel tem, but I think
that En is beb on det yex.  So I told En to det
the deg with the nen pes and also to leck on
the el es.  And I got a pex.

En got a yem and went to the leb on the quep.
I wanted to go to the leb on the quep, but I
had to zez that day.  So I didn’t get to go.  I
was so mev I almost dex wen.  So I was at the
het and not on the leb on the quep.  I tried to
not beb about it, and that did not tem.  So I
just gave up and said the pem with all of that.
I will just rex.

After a while En came back from the leb on
the quep and was peb, very, very peb. I did
not tet or even lem.  I just did not.  So En
looks at me like I am nev.  Well I am not nev,
and I looked at En and mem ped.

En is a vev wex and a bit of a lem nen, too.  So
I quen the dex and the rev.  I got a tep and a ven
and a wez and did not go back to the wex
all that day.  I gave it the ret.  And after all of
that I seb the pex and gave En the beb of leck.
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